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reissued here together the two parts of the 1819 sale catalogue for one of
the period s grandest libraries with annotations about prices and purchasers
this book is about christianity islam judaism and how the arabs and europeans
took these afrikan religious belief systems from ancient egypt north afrika
and used them during the trans sahara afrikan slave trade by the arabs in the
name of allah and followed by the transatlantic afrikan slave trade by the
europeans in the name of jesus to enslave the bodies minds and souls of the
afrikan race this book is about the jesus deception that has been passed on
down through history by european historians that is still being taught around
the world today this book takes a provocative intellectual scholastic
historical cultural and sociological look at the bible this book identifies
the names of the translators of the king james bible of 1611 a d and when the
chapters and verses in the bible were created and who created them the
purpose of this book is to expose the historical cultural sociological
religious and theological lies of the europeans and the arabs this book
reveals the truth of the origination of the bible as there is no religion
higher than the truth join me in an intellectual odyssey through time here i
feel like a lone warrior standing before a mighty army come with me on this
perilous pilgrimage as we travel through a parallel universe i dedicate this
book to my mother and father who gave me life to the rest of my native
afrikan family for supporting me and encouraging me on this publishing
venture to the heavenly father without whom none of this would be possible
there are others i would also like to thank for being a part of helping me
through this journey called life such as my professors at the alabama state
university where many a great scholars paths i have crossed to my american
family and friends in mobile alabama who nurtured and taught me from
childhood to adulthood the many friends and colleagues i met in my travels
all across america in my intellectual journey and last but certainly not
least to my publisher for granting me the opportunity to speak to many all
around the world in this forum i am eternally indebted to you all thank you
first published in an italian language anti fascist newspaper in switerland
in 1944 this book tells the story of lieutenant pinto appointed italian
liaison officer to the scottish black watch based on the author s own
experiences it provides an insight into scots italian relations in the latter
part of the second world war reprint of the original first published in 1871
reprint of the original first published in 1893 必要十分な3万語を収録 雑誌などから使用例を掲載 重要語が
まとめてわかるチャート図入り 一度引いたら忘れない用例とチャート図がついた最強カタカナ語辞典 buyers and sellers engaging in
the cross border sale of goods are well advised to be conversant with the
united nations convention on contracts for the international sale of goods
cisg which governs international sales contracts the cisg has been ratified
by 89 states which together account for over three quarters of all world
trade this practically oriented article by article commentary on the cisg
will be useful to legal practitioners counsel and arbitrators dealing with
international sales contracts the in depth annotations deal extensively with
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the legal issues likely to arise under each cisg article the annotations
include up to date analyses of state court and arbitral decisions the legal
doctrines derived from these decisions and relevant scholarship to date among
the issues and topics discussed are the following interface with national
laws scope of application obligations of seller and buyer non conforming
goods and duty to notify breach of contract and remedies damages force
majeure exemption and termination of contract and its consequences this book
is an updated translation of the second german edition of a valued resource
in germany switzerland and austria and an authority regularly cited by the
swiss supreme court the commentary is influenced by legal authorities from
both civil law and common law backgrounds throughout the contributors refer
to the cisg online ch database enabling users to locate decisions easily user
friendly focused on practical questions concise but comprehensive this
article by article commentary provides a quick and trenchant overview of
existing legal opinions and court arbitral decisions it will prove immensely
valuable to legal practitioners facilitating their formulation of reliable
solutions to legal problems involving the cisg the unidroit principles of
international commercial contracts provide an excellent and practice proven
tool for cross border contracts they constitute a neutral and pragmatic
business oriented contractual regime for cross border contracts they contain
multiple solutions to typical contractual questions regarding the life of a
contract often by way of a compromise between civil and common law they have
been referenced in hundreds of decisions of arbitral tribunals or national
state courts they have been endorsed inter alia by the united nations
commission on international trade law last in 2021 and the union
internationale des avocats 2020 bringing together through its bar association
and individual members approximately two million lawyers in more than 110
countries thirty years after their first publication it is arguably
malpractice to ignore them in this fully revised and enlarged 2nd edition the
commentary continues to analyse the unidroit principles article by article
from a practical perspective while always discussing alternative courses of
action where they apply the commentary includes proposals for choice of the
unidroit principles clauses and practical guidance for their use as template
or to supplement the cisg or national law in addition to arbitral and state
court decisions and recent literature the 2nd edition includes an in depth
analysis of extensive legislative material the author is a german
practitioner with international training and familiarity with both common and
civil law he has been admitted to the new york bar and also teaches at the
university of hamburg as a professor of law the author is using the unidroit
principles for more than 20 years in his commercial and arbitration practice
in recent years on a daily basis in multiple industries as he shares his
experience under the unidroit principles the commentary can also be used as a
practical guide and checklist of issues to consider in international
contracting die unidroit principles of international commercial contracts
sind das ideale instrument für grenzüberschreitende verträge sie bilden ein
neutrales pragmatisches und wirtschaftsorientiertes regime für
grenzüberschreitende verträge sie enthalten zahlreiche praxisnahe lösungen
für übliche vertragsfragen und versöhnen dabei civil law und common law
unidroit principles werden in zahlreichen entscheidungen von schiedsgerichten
oder nationalen gerichten zitiert u a befürwortet von der kommission der
vereinten nationen für internationales handelsrecht zuletzt 2021 und der
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union internationale des avocats 2020 die über ihre anwaltskammern und
einzelmitglieder rund zwei millionen anwälte in mehr als 110 ländern vereinen
nach dreißig jahren anwendung in der praxis kann es sich rächen die unidroit
principles zu ignorieren die vollständig überarbeiteten und erweiterte 2
auflage des kommentars analysiert weiterhin die unidroit principles artikel
für artikel aus sicht des praktikers alternative handlungsmöglichkeiten
werden dort erörtert wo sie sinnvoll und anwendbar sind der kommentar enthält
vorschläge für die wahl der klauseln der unidroit principles und praktische
anleitungen für deren verwendung auch als vorlage oder zur ergänzung des cisg
oder des nationalen rechts neben schiedsgerichts und staatlichen
gerichtsentscheidungen sowie aktueller literatur enthält die 2 auflage eine
eingehende analyse des umfangreichen gesetzesmaterials als deutscher
praktiker mit internationaler ausbildung ist der autor mit dem common law und
dem civil law bestens vertraut er ist als rechtsanwalt in new york zugelassen
und lehrt als professor für rechtswissenschaften an der universität hamburg
der autor wendet die unidroit principles seit 20 jahren in seiner täglichen
handels und schiedsgerichtspraxis an aufgrund zahlreicher berichterstattung
aus der praxis bietet der kommentar zugleich ein handbuch und checklisten zum
allgemeinen schuldrecht in grenzübergreifenden fällen reprint of the original
first published in 1867
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took these afrikan religious belief systems from ancient egypt north afrika
and used them during the trans sahara afrikan slave trade by the arabs in the
name of allah and followed by the transatlantic afrikan slave trade by the
europeans in the name of jesus to enslave the bodies minds and souls of the
afrikan race this book is about the jesus deception that has been passed on
down through history by european historians that is still being taught around
the world today this book takes a provocative intellectual scholastic
historical cultural and sociological look at the bible this book identifies
the names of the translators of the king james bible of 1611 a d and when the
chapters and verses in the bible were created and who created them the
purpose of this book is to expose the historical cultural sociological
religious and theological lies of the europeans and the arabs this book
reveals the truth of the origination of the bible as there is no religion
higher than the truth join me in an intellectual odyssey through time here i
feel like a lone warrior standing before a mighty army come with me on this
perilous pilgrimage as we travel through a parallel universe i dedicate this
book to my mother and father who gave me life to the rest of my native
afrikan family for supporting me and encouraging me on this publishing
venture to the heavenly father without whom none of this would be possible
there are others i would also like to thank for being a part of helping me
through this journey called life such as my professors at the alabama state
university where many a great scholars paths i have crossed to my american
family and friends in mobile alabama who nurtured and taught me from
childhood to adulthood the many friends and colleagues i met in my travels
all across america in my intellectual journey and last but certainly not
least to my publisher for granting me the opportunity to speak to many all
around the world in this forum i am eternally indebted to you all thank you
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buyers and sellers engaging in the cross border sale of goods are well
advised to be conversant with the united nations convention on contracts for
the international sale of goods cisg which governs international sales
contracts the cisg has been ratified by 89 states which together account for
over three quarters of all world trade this practically oriented article by
article commentary on the cisg will be useful to legal practitioners counsel
and arbitrators dealing with international sales contracts the in depth
annotations deal extensively with the legal issues likely to arise under each
cisg article the annotations include up to date analyses of state court and
arbitral decisions the legal doctrines derived from these decisions and
relevant scholarship to date among the issues and topics discussed are the
following interface with national laws scope of application obligations of
seller and buyer non conforming goods and duty to notify breach of contract
and remedies damages force majeure exemption and termination of contract and
its consequences this book is an updated translation of the second german
edition of a valued resource in germany switzerland and austria and an
authority regularly cited by the swiss supreme court the commentary is
influenced by legal authorities from both civil law and common law
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the unidroit principles of international commercial contracts provide an
excellent and practice proven tool for cross border contracts they constitute
a neutral and pragmatic business oriented contractual regime for cross border
contracts they contain multiple solutions to typical contractual questions
regarding the life of a contract often by way of a compromise between civil
and common law they have been referenced in hundreds of decisions of arbitral
tribunals or national state courts they have been endorsed inter alia by the
united nations commission on international trade law last in 2021 and the
union internationale des avocats 2020 bringing together through its bar
association and individual members approximately two million lawyers in more
than 110 countries thirty years after their first publication it is arguably
malpractice to ignore them in this fully revised and enlarged 2nd edition the
commentary continues to analyse the unidroit principles article by article
from a practical perspective while always discussing alternative courses of
action where they apply the commentary includes proposals for choice of the
unidroit principles clauses and practical guidance for their use as template
or to supplement the cisg or national law in addition to arbitral and state
court decisions and recent literature the 2nd edition includes an in depth
analysis of extensive legislative material the author is a german
practitioner with international training and familiarity with both common and
civil law he has been admitted to the new york bar and also teaches at the
university of hamburg as a professor of law the author is using the unidroit
principles for more than 20 years in his commercial and arbitration practice
in recent years on a daily basis in multiple industries as he shares his
experience under the unidroit principles the commentary can also be used as a
practical guide and checklist of issues to consider in international
contracting die unidroit principles of international commercial contracts
sind das ideale instrument für grenzüberschreitende verträge sie bilden ein
neutrales pragmatisches und wirtschaftsorientiertes regime für
grenzüberschreitende verträge sie enthalten zahlreiche praxisnahe lösungen
für übliche vertragsfragen und versöhnen dabei civil law und common law
unidroit principles werden in zahlreichen entscheidungen von schiedsgerichten
oder nationalen gerichten zitiert u a befürwortet von der kommission der
vereinten nationen für internationales handelsrecht zuletzt 2021 und der
union internationale des avocats 2020 die über ihre anwaltskammern und
einzelmitglieder rund zwei millionen anwälte in mehr als 110 ländern vereinen
nach dreißig jahren anwendung in der praxis kann es sich rächen die unidroit
principles zu ignorieren die vollständig überarbeiteten und erweiterte 2
auflage des kommentars analysiert weiterhin die unidroit principles artikel



für artikel aus sicht des praktikers alternative handlungsmöglichkeiten
werden dort erörtert wo sie sinnvoll und anwendbar sind der kommentar enthält
vorschläge für die wahl der klauseln der unidroit principles und praktische
anleitungen für deren verwendung auch als vorlage oder zur ergänzung des cisg
oder des nationalen rechts neben schiedsgerichts und staatlichen
gerichtsentscheidungen sowie aktueller literatur enthält die 2 auflage eine
eingehende analyse des umfangreichen gesetzesmaterials als deutscher
praktiker mit internationaler ausbildung ist der autor mit dem common law und
dem civil law bestens vertraut er ist als rechtsanwalt in new york zugelassen
und lehrt als professor für rechtswissenschaften an der universität hamburg
der autor wendet die unidroit principles seit 20 jahren in seiner täglichen
handels und schiedsgerichtspraxis an aufgrund zahlreicher berichterstattung
aus der praxis bietet der kommentar zugleich ein handbuch und checklisten zum
allgemeinen schuldrecht in grenzübergreifenden fällen
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